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ABSTRACT

The notion of integrated multilingualism is introduced as
the basis for a novel approach to multilingual speech recog�
nition� This approach enables training of the recognizer
using the data from only source language�s�� The trained
recognizer is nevertheless deployable directly to new� tar�
get languages� The performance of the recognizer is incre�
mentally improved via a language adaptation strategy� In
this paper� an overview is provided of a language�universal�
feature�based phonological model and of a dynamic pho�
netic model that in combination constitute the general
framework of integrated�multilingual speech recognition�
Some related speech recognition experiments in connec�
tion with this framework are described� Finally� impact of
the new approach to Chinese spoken language processing
is analyzed in terms of the need to develop a successful and
uniform speech recognition strategy for a wide variety of
Chinese dialects with little or no training data required for
the dialects�

�� INTRODUCTION� INTEGRATED

MULTILINGUALISM

Multilingual speech recognition is a process of automatic
conversion from speech to text for a set of human lan�
guages� Built on the many years of work by researchers�
which has given a reasonable success in speech recogni�
tion for English� multilingual speech recognition has re�
cently received intense study� Most of the work in mul�
tilingual speech recognition conducted so far has adopted
the same basic approach as that for English speech recogni�
tion� That is� one �rst collects and labels a large amount of
training data speci�c to the target language� and then uses
such training data to build HMMs for the target language�
This data�driven approach has fundamental limitations to
the technology development� For example� it takes a great
deal of e�orts and resources to do data collection and label�
ing� and it takes even greater e�orts to do system tuning�
for each of the target languages�� To make it more di��
cult� the process of data collection normally has to be done
in the home countries where the target language is spoken
and under a similar acoustic condition to that in which
the recognizer is to be deployed� Further� the pronunci�
ation� accent� dialect� and speaker�style variations within

�This problem is particularly acute for Chinese spoken lan�
guage because of the wide�spread use of dialects which essen�
tially form a large group of sub�languages from the viewpoint
of sound patterning and pronunciation� The resources required
for collecting dialect speech data are particularly demanding�

and across languages present formidable obstacles to the
success of the current HMM�based approach in large� real�
world tasks despite large amounts of training data available
for each of the target languages�

The root of the limitations of the currently popular
data�driven approach to multilingual speech recognition
lies in its ignorance in the recognizer design of the rich in�
ternal phonological �symbolic� and phonetic �numeric and
dynamic� structures underlying all members of human lan�
guages� Some research work carried out in our laboratory
over the past few years has aimed to overcome the fun�
damental limitations of the current data�driven approach
in multilingual speech recognition� and to develop a new
framework and technology �which we call �integrated mul�
tilingualism	� based on statistical modeling of the common
linguistic �phonological� and phonetic components across
many languages� Once this technology is developed� an
adaptation strategy can be used to e�ectively construct
the speech recognizer of any target language �such as Chi�
nese with its dialects� based on the well developed rec�
ognizer already constructed for a small number of source
languages �such as English�� This adaptation strategy is
practical to implement because an increasing amount of
target�language adaptation speech data is required only
while the recognizer is actually in use rather than needed
in advance�

Central to the concept of integrated multilingualism
is the recognizer
s cross�language portability� Such porta�
bility enables the recognizer to train only on the �rst N
�source� languages
 speech data and to perform recogni�
tion directly on any new �N � ��th �target� language with
virtually no requirements to re�design and to re�train the
recognizer� At the heart of the integrated�multilingual
speech recognition framework is a global and functional
model of the top�down human speech communication pro�
cess cast in a statistical framework� The global model
starts from speci�cation of a full set of universal phonolog�
ical features across languages� This feature�speci�cation
process takes into account the cross�language commonal�
ity in the possible articulatory� acoustic� and auditory con�
sequences arising from implementation of the features in
speech utterances� These top�level phonological features
are then passed to control a phonetic model of speech
dynamics� The statistical model of speech in the recog�
nizer has most of its parameters directly trainable from
language�independent speech data�

In this paper� both the symbolic� feature�based phono�
logical model and the dynamic phonetic model in the inte�
grated multilingual speech recognizer will be introduced�



Some experiments carried out for English� French� and
Mandarin Chinese will be described� Then� the issue of
language adaptation will be addressed� where some pre�
liminary experiments on adapting the recognizer trained
on English �as the source language� to French �as the tar�
get language� will be reported� Finally� we will discuss
impact of the general framework of integrated�multilingual
speech recognition on Chinese spoken language processing�

�� LANGUAGE�UNIVERSAL

PHONOLOGICAL CONSTRUCT

���� Overview

An earlier version of the feature�speci�cation system for
American English was used to describe contextual vari�
ation of speech acoustics using the mechanism of asyn�
chronous feature overlaps across �ve feature dimensions
�Lips� Tongue Blade� Tongue Dorsum� Velum� and Larynx�
�� ��� This feature system has been modi�ed and general�
ized to cover other languages including Mandarin Chinese
and French� The new set of features exploit relations and
similarities of feature components across languages� and
hence are able to o�er opportunities to share observation
data among languages and to generalize the observations
from source language�s� to a target one in training the
integrated�multilingual speech recognizer� It is not pos�
sible for the conventional� linear� phone�based model to
do the same� since it does not account for the structural
similarities among phonetic realizations of two di�erent
phones� Thus� methods based on mapping phones across
languages will generally create very inaccurate acoustic
models� The problem is especially serious when a signif�
icant proportion of phonemes in the target language are
not covered in the source language�s�� The overlapping
feature model is ideally suited to solve this problem be�
cause it e�ectively uses the component feature sharing in�
formation across phonemes together with their phonetic
realizations� For example� extensive use of nasal vowels in
French and of rounded vowels in both French and Man�
darin Chinese makes it di�cult to provide accurate phone�
to�phone mapping from English to French or Mandarin
in phone�based speech recognizers� The di�culty of unit
mapping is naturally overcome if phonological features are
used since a mix� of the Velum�lowering feature and of
the vowel�speci�c Tongue�Dorsum feature �both are boun�
tiful in English� gives rise naturally to nasalized vowels
�phoneme as feature bundle� in French� Likewise� a mix
of Lip�protrusion and Tongue�Dorsum features form the
feature bundles de�ning many rounded vowels present in
French and Mandarin Chinese but not present in English�

Tables A� B� and C give full sets of the features for
American English� Mandarin Chinese� and French� respec�
tively� Once a full set of features are speci�ed for a partic�
ular language� we represent the possible feature sequences
with their temporal evolution which are responsible for pro�
ducing speech utterances corresponding to words or word
sequences of the language� We have accomplished this by

�This mixing output is the result of the feature�overlapping
operation activated in the temporal domain� In essence� this op�
eration searches for relevant transition events in speech acous�
tics� satisfying particular feature�combination requirements�

using a set of feature�overlapping rules to construct �nite�
state automatons whose states are indexed by component
features� Improving upon the earlier feature�overlapping
rules derived from phonemic transcription only�� ��� the
current recognizer further exploits high�level linguistic con�
straints in formulating the rules� Such constraints include
morpheme� syllable� syllable constituent categories� and
word stress markers� etc���� The feature�overlapping pat�
tern can be described computationally as a �nite�state au�
tomaton� where each state in the automaton corresponds to
a feature bundle with no precise timing information speci�
�ed� Within this framework� a number of powerful mathe�
matical operations developed in computational phonology
are successfully applied�

The feature�overlapping pattern can be regarded as a
pronunciation model for a given utterance� naturally taking
into account some insertion� deletion� and reduction phe�
nomena in �uent speech� A typical example of subsegment
or segment insertion accounted for by feature overlapping
is epenthetic closure and�or stop insertion due to mistim�
ing of nasal and tongue�closure features� As for a deletion�
not only a complete but also a partial deletion process of
subsegment or segment can be accounted for by the feature�
overlapping mechanism� For example� un�released stops at
a syllable coda often have nearly as strong an e�ect as fully
released stops on the acoustic transitions of the preceding
vowel because the preceding vowel often contains partially
overlapped stops
 consonantal� tongue�related feature�s��
As for phonetic reduction� the feature�overlapping model
provides the high�level relative�timing information which
enables the low�level dynamic phonetic model to actually
realize the reduction process in full� The way by which the
feature�overlapping model treats the pronunciation varia�
tions contrasts sharply with a conventional� phone�based
phonological model� In such a phone�based model� a large
number of phone�sequence variations are inevitably neces�
sary to cover a full range of spontaneous speech behavior�
often resulting in negative e�ects of signi�cantly increased
lexical confusibility� Moreover� the phone�based alterna�
tive pronunciation paradigm has no mechanisms to deal
with partial phone deletion which is most naturally ac�
complished by the overlapping features� The advantage
of the feature�based phonological model over the phone�
based counterpart in describing pronunciation variations
lies in the component structure of the former that is lack�
ing in the latter� If phones are likened to molecules making
up words and sentences� then features can be likened to
atoms which make up phones together with their contex�
tual interactions� With structures of atomic organization
in place� higher degrees of parsimony� �exibility� and accu�
racy are o�ered in building up greater and greater linguistic
structures�

This feature�overlapping model has been implemented
and used successfully in phonetic classi�cation and recogni�
tion experiments on American English �TIMIT�� The im�
plementation is based on the conventional HMM �� and
the trended HMM ��� respectively� Using only one tenth of
the training data� the feature�overlapping model is shown
to outperform the conventional triphone HMM system�
The advantages stem from the mechanism of feature over�
lapping which captures long�term context dependency in



speech acoustics in a more e�cient and parsimonious man�
ner than the conventional triphone�based approach�

���� Phonological system of Mandarin Chinese

The phonological system of Mandarin Chinese can be de�
scribed at three distinct but related hierarchical levels� syl�
lable level� phoneme level� and phonological�feature level�
Among the ���� distinct syllables in Mandarin Chinese�
there are a total of ��� toneless base�syllables and most of
the base�syllables are associated with four di�erent tones�
A Mandarin �base� syllable is traditionally decomposed
into the Initial and Final structures according to the fol�
lowing rules�

SY LLABLE � Initial� Final

Initial � Consonant

Final � Medial� V owel Coda�

Medial � Glide

Coda� fV owel� Nasalg

where brackets indicate optional constituents� and paren�
theses indicate optional choices�

At the phoneme level� a total of six vowels and �� con�
sonants�glides can be identi�ed� The six vowels can be
used to derive �� vowel allophones based solely on the iden�
tity of the syllable �nal where the vowel belongs�� and to
a number of diphthongs� Among the �� consonants�glides
are six stop consonants� six fricatives� six a�ricates� three
nasal consonants� and three semi�consonants or semi�vowels
�including glides�� The nature of the glides �which serves
as the �Medial	 constituent in the syllable Finals�� and
presence or absence of a glide in a syllable� traditionally
divide the Mandarin syllables into four separate classes�
open or no�glide �Kai�Kou�� j�glide �Qi�Chi�� w�glide �He�
Kou�� and y�glide or jw�glide �Cuo�Kou�� The number of
syllables in each of these classes are ���� ��� ���� and ���
respectively� All consonants and vowel allophones� as well
as some diphthongs� are listed in the �rst column of Ta�
ble B� with example syllables denoted in Pin Yin listed in
the second column� At the level of phoneme� if one com�
pares the Mandarin phonemes �segments� in Table B with
English and French phonemes in Tables A and C� there
are only a fraction of phonemes in common between the
languages� This makes it di�cult to do successful cross�
language speech recognition� because for the phonemes in
Mandarin which do not occur in English �such as �y�� �by��
�L�� ���� �x�� etc��� it is almost impossible to train these
phonemes
 HMMs with English speech data only�

At the level of phonological feature� detailed �contents	
of each phoneme are speci�ed in terms of the articulatory
gestures responsible for the realization of the phoneme�
These symbolic gestures are called �features	� For all Man�
darin Chinese phonemes� the complete speci�cation of the
features are shown in Table B� For consonants� each fea�
ture of major articulator �L� B� or D� consists of two com�
ponents� vocal tract �VT� constriction degree �manner of
articulation� and VT constriction location �place of artic�
ulation�� The �degree	 component takes a symbolic value

�The author noted that the vowel allophones� rather than the
vowel phonemes� are used in the phonology table in the LDC
Call�Home Mandarin database�

of either �cls	 �full closure� for bilabial stops� or �crit	
�critical constriction� for fricatives�� The �location	 com�
ponent takes a wider range of symbolic values� from �lab	
�labial�� �den	 �dental�� �d�alv	 �dental alveolar�� �alv	
�alveolar�� �retro	 �retro�ex�� �pal	 �palatal�� to �vel	 �ve�
lar�� For vowels and semivowels� the features are denoted
largely by their respective phonetic labels because their
�degree	 and �location	 exhibit greater variations than
consonants� However� each vowel feature value related to
tongue�Dorsum ��D	� can still decompose to two compo�
nents connected loosely to �low�mid�high	 and �front�mid�
back	 dimensions�

For minor articulator Velum� only one feature value
�V	 is assigned to each nasal consonant� The other mi�
nor articulator� Larynx� has two feature values �Xasp	
and �Xv	 assigned to aspirated phones �three stops and
three a�ricates� and all voiced phones� respectively� Non�
aspirated voiceless phones do not have any Larynx feature
�X	 assigned�

Use of features to construct phonological model of speech
signi�cantly increases the common elements among lan�
guages than use of phonemes� This facilitates the solu�
tion to cross�language portability in building integrated�
multilingual speech recognition systems� For example� vowel
�y� ��u in Pin Yin� in Mandarin Chinese does not overlap
with any phonemes in English� but all features of �y� �i�e�
Lips�feature Lu associated with �u�� tongue�Dorsum fea�
ture Di associated with �i�� and voicing feature Xv� are
all available in English� Therefore� using either an HMM
or a dynamic phonetic model to implement a Mandarin�
Chinese speech recognizer� we are able to well train the
reconizer
s parameters for Mandarin �y� based solely on
English data�� Importantly� this type of unit sharing across
languages �and hence the possibility of building integrated�
multilingual speech recognizers� cannot be achieved at ei�
ther syllable or phoneme level� but can be naturally achieved
at the phonological�feature level� The role of phoneme
units in the integrated�multilingual speech recognition frame�
work is that they provide a �skeleton	 to organize the fea�
tures and their temporally asynchronous spread �i�e� over�
lapping�� The role of syllable units� on the other hand� pro�
vide high�level constraints to control the detailed behav�
ior of the feature spread� Since Mandarin Chinese speech
is mainly organized around syllable units� the constraints
provided by the syllable�level organization are particularly
useful in constructing the feature�overlapping based phono�
logical model for the purpose of integrated�multilingual
speech recognition�

���� Experiments on Mandarin Chinese using con�

ventional phonological units

While the experiments on use of feature�based phonological
units for cross�language speech recognition involving Man�
darin Chinese speech are in progress� some speech recogni�
tion experiments conducted in our group based on conven�
tional phonological units �syllable and phone� are brie�y
described here �see details in ���� We used the HKU��

�For HMM implementation� the acoustic data from transi�
tions between adjacent phones comprisingnon�simultaneous fea�
tures Di and Lu need to be identi�ed and used using automatic
means�



Mandarin Chinese speech database which consists of speaker�
dependent isolated syllables and continuous speech in read
style from a total of �� speakers ��� males and �� females��
The training set consists of a total of ������ syllables and
������� frames of speech� The test set contains ��� con�
tinuously spoken sentences consisting of ����� syllables in
total�

The performance of the recognizer based on seven dif�
ferent ways of using the HMM units is shown in Table ��
These seven versions of the recognizer are characterized
by �� use of entire syllable as HMM unit� �� use of demi�
syllable �initial and �nal� as the unit� �� use of context�
independent �CI� phone as the unit� �� use of left context�
dependent �CD� diphone as the unit� �� use of right CD
diphone as the unit� �� use of triphone as the unit with each
triphone consisting of three HMM states� and �� use of tri�
phone as the unit with each triphone consisting of four
HMM states� The results show that the triphone HMM
generally performs better than other types of conventional
phonological units�

Recognizer Corr� Acc� Sub� Del� Ins�

syllable ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
demi�syll� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
CI�phone ����� ����� ����� ���� ����

left�CD diphone ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
right�CD diphone ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
triphone ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
triphone ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����

Table �� Comparative syllable recognition performance
��� using seven di�erent types of speech unit

�� DYNAMIC MODEL OF

PHONETIC VARIABLES

The language�universal phonological construct provides a
common� global set of feature units among all languages�
with each of the language members sharing a distinct sub�
set of these feature units�� In contrast� the dynamic model
of phonetic variables are common to all languages since
physical speech production organs underlying the phonetic
variables are speci�c to speaker only and are not speci�c
to languages whose speech sounds are produced from the
common speech generation organs of the speaker�

The need to use the dynamic phonetic model in de�
signing speech recognizers arises due to the inadequacy
of the symbolic nature of the phonological model for de�
scribing the observed dynamic behavior in speech patterns�
An interface �i�e�� an integration mechanism� between the
discretely�valued phonological model and continuously�valued
phonetic model must be developed to achieve high accuracy
in integrated multilingual speech recognition�

We have recently developed a version of the dynamic
phonetic model based on use of vocal�tract resonance �VTR�
of a low dimensionality �F�� F�� F�� as the �hidden	 dy�
namic phonetic variable� The VTRs are pole locations of

�Among the three languages �English� French� and Mandarin
Chinese� whose feature systems have been completely speci�ed�
the common features constitute over ��� of the entire set of
features needed to specify all these three languages�

the VT con�gured to produce speech sounds� and have
acoustic correlates of formants directly measurable for vo�
calic sounds but often hidden or perturbed for consonan�
tal sounds due to the concurrent spectral zeros� turbu�
lence noises� wide resonance bandwidths� and�or weak VT
source excitation�s�� This version of the model has so far
been developed speci�cally to aim at providing a better
solution to the Switchboard conversational speech recogni�
tion task than the conventional HMM technology� We use a
statistical nonlinear dynamic system model to describe the
physical process of spontaneous speech production where a
large amount of speech knowledge about VTR dynamic be�
havior in speech production is naturally incorporated into
the model design� training� and decoding�scoring� The sta�
tistical nature of model design allows the computation of
the probability for acoustic observations of speech� in a
more accurate fashion than the conventional HMM is ca�
pable of providing�

The implementation of the model has been based on the
state�space model formulation in standard system theory�
The state equation describing the VTR dynamics is

z�k � �� � ��z�k�� �
�
z�k� �� � ��� ���T �w�k�� ���

which can be written in the canonical form�

Z�k � �� � �Z�k� � U �Wd�k��

where the augmented �continuous� state �Z�k�� and system
matrix ��� are

Z�k� �

�
z�k�

z�k � ��

�
� � �

�
�� ���

� �

�
�

The observation equation in the state�space model� which
nonlinearly maps the VT�resonance state variable z�k� to
acoustic observation O�k� �with additive noise�� is formu�
lated by universal nonlinear functional approximation� where
the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear mapping is computed
in an analytical form� The learning algorithm for the model
parameters is based on the generalized EM algorithm with
the E�step accomplished by extended Kalman �ltering �EKF�
�review and use of KF in speech modeling research can be
found in �� ���� The decoding algorithm is based on prob�
ability computation for the innovation sequence across the
entire utterance� which is also derived from the EKF�

In the following� we will outline the major steps in
deriving the EM�based learning algorithm for the case of
scalar z�k� and O�k�� and for the case of using one�hidden�
layer multi�layer perceptron �MLP� approximation to the
static nonlinearity between z�k� and O�k��

hz� �
X
j

Wjxj �
X
j

Wjg�wjz�� ���

where xj is the output of the j�th hidden unit� and the
MLP is parameterized by two sets of weights� Wj and wj�
The nonlinear activation function of each hidden unit is
chosen to be sigmoid�

g�v� �
�

� � exp��v�
�

which has the well�known� convenient property for its deriva�
tive making it easy to compute the Jacobian matrix needed
for the EKF as an essential part of the E step in the EM
algorithm�



The Q function in the E step of the learning algorithm
can be easily derived� with its �nal form consisting of a
sum of two independent terms Q� and Q�� Each term con�
tains a separate set of parameters to be optimized that are
associated with the dynamic and static model components�
respectively�

Q� �
X
k

Efz�k������z�k����z�k����������T ��jO� g

and

Q� �
X
k

EfO�k��
X
j

Wjg�wjz�k���
�jO� g�

where the operator Ef�jO� g denotes conditional expecta�
tion on the observation data sequence O and on the model
parameters  �fT� ��Wj� wjg computed from the previous
EM iteration�

The M�step of the EM algorithm optimizes the Q� and
Q� functions above� with respect to each of the model pa�
rameters in  �fT� ��Wj� wjg� Reestimation of the MLP
weight parameters �Wj and wj� in the M step requires an
iterative procedure such as gradient descent� For example�
the gradient for parameters Wj 
s is computed as

�Q�

�Wj

�
X
k

Ef
�

�Wj

O�k�� h�z�k����jO� g

�
X
k

O�k��
X
j

Wjg�wjz�kjt����g�wjz�kjt����

where the approximation is made by substituting the smooth
estimate� z�kjt�� for the hidden variable� z�k�� estimated
from the EKF algorithm� From the gradients computed
above� the MLP parameters �Wj and wj� are updated in
the M step given the EKF outputs in the E�step computa�
tion�

Initial evaluation of this model in a project �supported
by NSF� conducted at the ���� Workshop on Language
Engineering at the Center for Language and Speech Pro�
cessing of Johns Hopkins University provides preliminary
evidence for the e�ectiveness of the model in recognizing
Switchboard speech� The N�best rescoring gives �����
word error rate �including the reference in the N�best �N���
list� on all male speakers of the ���� evaluation set �����
utterances�� This contrasts the word error rate of �����
for the triphone HMMs and of ����� for the HMMs based
on syllable units as the baseline evaluated on the identical
test set but trained on over ��� times more of the training
data�

�� LANGUAGE ADAPTATION

As discussed earlier� the integrated�multilingual speech rec�
ognizer is capable of training on the source languages
 acous�
tic data only and testing directly on a target language
s
speech with acceptable performance� The performance the
recognizer in such cross�language recognition should be ex�
pected to incrementally improve once the target language
s
speech data becomes available during deployment of the
recognizer� This improvement requires development of ef�
fective �unsupervised� language adaptation strategies� The
adaptation in this context is rather di�erent from other
adaptation schemes �e�g� speaker adaptation� environment

adaptation� etc�� since the adaptation problem in cross�
language recognition of concern here involves the nature
of fundamental speech units �recognizer structure� rather
than just the recognizer parameters alone�

In this section� we report some preliminary experimen�
tal results on cross�language recognition and language adap�
tation from English �source language� to French �target
language�� � To brie�y summarize the experimental setup�
we processed the speech databases of source language �En�
glish�� NTIMIT� and of target language �French�� OGI con�
nected digit sequences� HTK was used to compute mean�
normalized Mel�Frequency Cepstral Coe�cients which are
normalized by the mean values on a �le�by��le basis� MFCC
computation includes delta and delta�delta parameters� We
have chosen the structure of the HMM which consists of
phone�sized� three left�to�right states� Diagonal covariance
matrices and �ve�mixture Gaussian distributions per mix�
ture is used for each phone de�ned in NTIMIT�

In the cross�language recognition experiment where no
French data are used to train the French connected�digit
recognizer� we used monophones� as the HMM units and
hence need to provide phone mapping between English and
French� For the connected�digit recognition task� we used
to following dictionary based on English phones �TIMIT
labels� to cover all the French phones in the test data�

cinq s eh n sil k

deux d aa

deux d eh

diese d ih eh z

etoile eh sil t w aa l

etoile eh sil t r w aa l

huit jh iy sil t

huit w iy sil t

neuf n ah f

quatre k aa sil t

quatre k aa sil t r

quatre k aa sil t ah

quatre k aa sil t r ah

sept s ih sil t

sil sil

six s ih s

trois t w aa

trois t r w aa

un eh ng

zero z ih ow

zero z ih r ow

The digit error rate of this cross�language experiment
is shown in the �token �	 row of Table � under column
�French	�

We further conducted language adaptation experiments
based on MAP algorithm ��� where the adaptation data
from French digits are used to tune the recognizer� The
number of adaptation tokens for each digit incrementally
increases from one to nine� Detailed results are listed in

�Similar experiments on cross�language recognition and
language adaptation from English to Mandarin Chinese are
underway�

�The purpose of this experiment is to establish a baseline per�
formance with which new systems using phonological features as
the speech units can be compared�



Table � as a function of the number of adaptation tokens
per French digit� For comparison purposes� we also list
the same performance �gures for the adaptation experi�
ment onto the OGI English connected digits� In this case�
the MAP algorithm used essentially adapts the recognizer
from the NTIMIT data�collection environment to the OGI
environment�

No� of Adaptation English French

Tokens �Corr �Acc �Corr �Acc
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����

Reference System ����� ����� ����� �����

Table �� Performance of an English�to�French adaptive
system and of a language�speci�c reference system

In Table �� also for comparison purposes� we list the perfor�
mance �gures of a reference system where a small amount
of training data from a �xed language �English or French�
are used for each of the languages� The training data are
the nine tokens for each digit used in the language adap�
tation experiment described above�

�� SUMMARY � CONCLUSION

In this paper� we introduce the notion of integrated multi�
lingualism as the basis for a new approach to multilingual
speech recognition� This new approach is substantially
di�erent from the conventional approach to multilingual
speech recognition where a large amount of training data
speci�c to the target language had to be collected and be
labeled before building and �ne�tuning the recognizer for
the target language� In contrast� the new approach enables
the recognizer to train itself based on the source language
training data only but is applicable directly to a new target
language� The performance of the recognizer is incremen�
tally improved via the language adaptation strategy�

The key ingredients of the integrated multilingual speech
recognizer discussed in this paper are� �� feature�based
phonological model� and �� dynamic phonetic model� These
novel models capitalize on both the language�independent
and language�speci�c properties of the speech process� thus
enabling the recognizer to port from one language to an�
other in a principled rather than an ad�hoc way� Some as�
pects of these models� together with related speech recog�
nition experiments� are outlined in this paper� The ex�
periments described are preliminary and based largely on
the currently available speech recognition tools of HTK�
The work is at an early stage� aiming at providing baseline
performance for evaluating the realistic integrated multi�
lingual speech recognizer �embedding both feature�based
phonological model and dynamic phonetic model� whose
development is currently underway�

Impact of the integrated�multilingual approach to Chi�
nese spoken language processing will be on the strategy of

successful speech recognition for a wide variety of Chinese
dialects� with little or no training data required for these
dialects� The data used to improve the recognizer are only
from the adaptation data acquired while the recognizer is
in use� Such a need for Chinese spoken language�s� is par�
ticularly strong in comparison with Western languages� be�
cause di�erent dialects of Chinese are really di�erent �lan�
guages	 from the viewpoints of both phonology �sound pat�
terning in its linguistic structure� and phonetics �sound
production in physics�� Moreover� the resources required
for collecting dialect�dependent spoken language data are
unusually demanding due to the widespread use of dialects
and to the accents typically carried with the speaker
s na�
tive dialect in speaking the common Mandarin as a lan�
guage� Hence� the integrated�multilingualism discussed in
this paper will be e�ective not only across di�erent lan�
guages �English� Chinese� French� and Japanese� etc�� but
especially within Chinese spoken dialects by themselves�
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�as well as for Mandarin with accents originating from the
speaker	s native dialect�



segments example Lips Tongue�Blade Tongue�Dorsum Velum Larynx
IPA �TIMIT� words

b �bcl�b� bee Lcls
lab Xv

d �dcl�d� day Bcls
alv Xv

� �gcl�g� geese Dcls
vel Xv

ph �pcl�p� pea Lcls
lab Xasp

th �tcl�t� tea Bcls
alv Xasp

kh �kcl�k� key Dcls
vel Xasp

b �q� bat Xglo

D �dx� city B
flap

alv

f �f� �n Lcrit
den

S �th� thin Bcrit
den

s �s� sea Bcrit
alv

M �sh� she Bcrit
p�alv

v �v� van Lcrit
den Xv

� �dh� then Bcrit
den Xv

z �z� zone Bcrit
alv Xv

� �zh� azure Bcrit
p�alv Xv

h �hh� hay

Q �ch� choke Bcls
alv �Bcrit

p�alv

� �jh� joke Bcls
alv �Bcrit

p�alv Xv

m �m� em� mom�bottom Lcls
lab V Xv

n �n� en� noon�button Bcls
alv V Xv

� �ng� eng� sing�Washington Dcls
vel V Xv

D" �nx� money B
flap

alv V Xv

l �l� lay Bl Xv

L �l� el� all Bl DL Xv

G �r� ray Lr Br Xv

H �r� are Br DR Xv

w �w� way Lw Dw Xv

j �y� yacht Dj Xv

i �iy� beet Di Xv

� �ih� bit DI Xv

� �eh� bet DE Xv

# �ae� bat Dae Xv

� �ax� ax�h� about Dax Xv

	 �er� axr� bird Der Xv

u �uw� ux� boot Lu Du Xv

V �uh� book LU DU Xv


 �ao� bought Lo Do Xv

� �ah� but Dah Xv

� �aa� bother Daa Xv

ej �ey� bait De �Dj Xv

aj �ay� bite Da �Dj Xv


j �oy� boy Lo � � Do �Dj Xv


w �ow� boat Lo � Lw Do �Dw Xv

�w �aw� bout �� Lw Da �Dw Xv

Table A� Feature speci�cation system for American English



segments example syllables Lips Tongue�Blade Tongue�Dorsum Velum Larynx
IPA �Pin Yin�

by �p� bo Lcls
lab

dy �t� de Bcls
alv

�y �k� ge Dcls
vel

ph po Lcls
lab Xasp

th te Bcls
alv Xasp

kh ke Dcls
vel Xasp

f fu Lcrit
den

sg si Bcrit
d�alv

L shi Bcrit
retro

 ri Bcrit
retro Xv

� xi Bcrit
pal

x he Dcrit
vel

m ma Lcls
lab V Xv

n na Bcls
alv V Xv

� fang Dcls
vel V Xv

tsg zi Bcls
alv �Bcrit

d�alv

tsgh ci Bcls
alv �Bcrit

d�alv Xasp

tL zhi Bcls
alv �Bcrit

retro

tLh chi Bcls
alv �Bcrit

retro Xasp

t� ji Bcls
alv �Bcrit

pal

t�h qi Bcls
alv �Bcrit

pal Xasp

l le Bl Xv

j yin Dj Xv

w wu Dw Xv

i yi Di Xv

y y�u Lu Di Xv

� tian DE Xv

a ai Da Xv

� e Dax Xv

	 er Der Xv

u wu Lu Du Xv


 o Lo Do Xv

� ao Daa Xv

� zi Dcrit
ax Xv

� zhi Dcrit
ah Xv

ei bei De �Di Xv

ai bai Da �Di Xv

�u hou �� Lu Dax �Du Xv

�u hao �� Lu Daa �Du Xv

Table B� Feature speci�cation system for Mandarin Chinese



segments example Lips Tongue�Blade Tongue�Dorsum Velum Larynx
IPA words

b bas Lcls
lab Xv

dg dos Bcls
d�alv Xv

� grand Dcls
vel Xv

p pas Lcls
lab

tg tas Bcls
d�alv

k coup Dcls
vel

f fou Lcrit
den

sg sou Bcrit
d�alv

M chat Bcrit
p�alv

� partir Bcrit
uvul

v vous Lcrit
den Xv

zg zone Bcrit
d�alv Xv

� jaune Bcrit
p�alv Xv

K rue Bcrit
uvul Xv

R trois Btril
uvul

m ma Lcls
lab V Xv

ng nous Bcls
d�alv V Xv

� vigne Dcls
pal V Xv

� parking Dcls
vel V Xv

lg lit Bl Xv

w ouest Lw Dw Xv

j yeux Dj Xv

� hui Lw Dj Xv

i ami Di Xv

y tu Lu Di Xv

� �Can� vite DI Xv

Y �Can� jupe Lu DI Xv

e pr$e De Xv

% feu Lo De Xv

� pr&et DE Xv

' peur Lo DE Xv

a patte Da Xv

� je Dax Xv

u fou Lu Du Xv

V �Can� soupe LU DU Xv

o dos Lo DO Xv


 botte Lo Do Xv

� p&ate Daa Xv

"� vin DE V Xv

"' brun Lo DE V Xv

"
 bon Lo Do V Xv

"a dans Da V Xv

Table C� Feature speci�cation system for French


